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Possible uses, roles and meanings
of Chav!n-style painted textiles
of South Coast Peru
Rebecca R. Stone
Yale University
Nearly two hundred textiles painted in a style closely related to
the sculptures at Chav!n de Huantar have been found over 500 kilometers
from that site, on the South Coast of Peru.

The likely provenance for

these elaborately-decorated fragments (Fig. 1) is the Callango Valley.
Burials at the site of Karwa (Carhua) in particular have been suggested
(Cordy-Collins 1976:43).

1

These cloths provide a source of largely

un-mined information on the complex character of the Early Horizon in
Peru.

Their physical iconographic and formal properties shed light on

regional interaction, ritual practice, religious expression and the
role of art in early

Peru~

Fig. 1. Painted South Coast textile depicting a female
figure with vegetal staffs.
The internal evidence of the textiles, both the fabric and its
decoration, is treated as direct information on the period.

Though

encoded, this evidence gives clues as to possible uses, roles and
meanings of the painted cloth and textiles in general.

While this

approach avoids the difficult archaeological questions that again
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surround the concept of the "Chav!n Empire," close study of the
textiles themselves reveals complexity analogous to that being
discovered in the field.

The technical, religious and artistic

considerations manifest in the painted South Coast pieces reflect
larger cultural and religious issues.
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
Consideration of the physical and technical attributes of the
textiles may help to determine their place(s) of manufacture as
well as their possible pre-burial use(s).

In the attempt to pinpoint

location of manufacture, evidence is found in construction sequence
and the yarn and base cloth characteristics.
finished products suggest their uses.

The forms taken by the

It is probable that these

cloths were not made solely for burial, but rather performed many
functions before placement in the grave.

Just as the nets interred

with fishermen and looms with weavers were utilized as tools before
death, so the buried cloths probably functioned in other roles during
life.
The construction sequence can be inferred from close observation
of the finished works.

Strips of cotton cloth, averaging around

seventeen inches in width, were seamed together to make larger square
or rectangular pieces (Fig. 2).

These were painted with dyes after

assembly, given that the seam threads are colored and the patterns
extend uninterrupted over the different strips.

This two-part

construction allows for a division of cloth production from cloth
decoration; different locations for the various stages are possible.
The characteristics of the base cloth and its coloration order also
suggest this possibility.
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of a 9 by 13 foot painted Chavin-style
textile with a circular composition constructed in seamed cloth
strips.
The base cloth displays several characteristics of North Coast
and Central Coast textiles, although found on the South Coast.

The

"Karwa" textiles were plain-woven, with single warps and wefts or
with one element paired and the other single (Fig. 3).

Direction of

yarn twist while spinning is diagnostic of place of manufacture in
ancient Peru.

In an extensive study of plain-weaves, Dwight Wallace

reports that many of the South Coast examples were made with yarn
twisted in a counter-clockwise direction (''S" spun) that is
characteristic of North Coast weaving (Wallace 1975; 1979:32).

Other

"Karwa" pieces were formed with yarns both "S" and "Z" (clockwise
spun). "Z"-spinning is considered diagnostic of the South Coast,
while a combination of "S" and "Z" spinning may indicate Central
Coast production.

Thus, Karwa cloths display either a foreign or an

intermediate pattern of yarn conformation.
Coast, attributes include:

Other foreign, i.e. North

single-ply warps, paired wefts, close
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ratio of warp to weft, and multiple bobbin weaving.

Wallace suggests

importation of the South Coast cloths from elsewhere, either the
North or Central Coasts (Wallace 1979:48).

Thus, they could have

been woven and seamed outside the South Coast, then decorated
subsequently.

Fig. 3. Plain-weave technique using either single warps
and wefts or one paired element in semi-basket weave.
Coloration also took place in several stages:

first negative,

or "resist," techniques, then positive, or "direct," painting were
used.

Often three different methods of painting were employed.

This reinforces the picture of ancient Peruvian textile virtuosity;
the Pre-Columbian weaver and dyer left no method unexplored.

In

fact, the use of batik (painted paste resist) on these South Coast
pieces may lengthen the list of revolutionary weaving inventions
of the Early Horizon proposed by William Conklin (Conklin 1978).
Both batik and plangi (tie-dye) were exploited to create
patterns in paste-covered or tied-off portions of the base cloth
(Fig. 4).

These resist areas preserved the original white cloth

from the brown dyebath into which the entire piece was then
immersed.

The white circles with slightly uneven edges characterize

plangi, while the painted shape with hard edges distinguishes batik.
It is important to note that these negative techniques entail an
inversion of the normal painting process; what is painted (or tied)
is where color does not appear.

This reversal at the technical

level characterizes the iconographic, formal, and by implication, the
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conceptual levels at work in the Karwa textiles.

Fig. 4. Jaguar-patterned cloth showing plangi circles,
batik areas and directly painted lines.
Following these resist processes, dye was painted directly on
the cloth surface.

Incorporating the white patterns made by the

batik and plangi processes, areas of red, yellow, brown and
sometimes olive green were added.

The dark brown outlines, or

contour lines, were painted on last.

The negative and positive

dyeing techniques "interlock" to suggest prior overall design
planning; the patterns created through negative dyeing were placed
in relation to the anticipated positive painted areas.

For example,

the jaguar spots were tied and dyed before the animal's body was
delineated in Fig. 4.

This represents a developed skill of

pre-visualization on the part of the artist and a level of inverted
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conceptualization higher than that implicit

in the negative dyeing

techniques themselves.
Besides indicating complex pre-visualization, this two-part
"blind" coloration could imply the use of templates.

A cut-out of

the entire figure easily determines the placement of the various
design elements regardless of technique to be employed.

Alana

Cordy-Collins and Peter Roe both have suggested templates to
explain the similarity of repeated figures within, if not between,
cloths (Cordy-Collins 1976:48; Roe 1974:7-8).

There are several

arguments in favor of the template hypothesis as well as certain
important qualifications.
In addition to the interlocking of the dye techniques, the
symmetry of the frontal figures argues in favor of the template
hypothesis (Fig. 10).

It seems probable that the more sacred

figures,as indicated by their frontality and staffs, would have
merited greater control over their representation.

Therefore, it

would be more likely that a pattern of some kind be used to insure
a perfect and symmetrical composition.
inversion in conceptualization:

As before, this implies

in making a full template, the

material would be folded and half the final design cut out,and in
using a half-template flipping would reconstruct the entire design.
In either case halving and doubling are used to produce a single
image.

Template use with an even more complicated process of

inversion is described by Cordy-Collins as a "twisted splayed"
motif.

One face is repeated upsidedown and backwards in relation

to another (Cordy-Collins 1976:245).
Arguing against the use of templates are certain cases in
which there is no absolute symmetry within a figure or no complete
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similarity between figures in one piece.

Cordy-Collins admits that

Chavfn art is not always concerned with true mirror-imagery, but
rather with harmoniously balanced designs (Cordy-Collins 1976:9).

Roe

finds the two sides of many figures are "nearly alike" or two figures
are "nearly identical"

(Roe 1974:7-8).

Less evidence of templates

is evident in looser compositions, filler elements and non-frontal
figures (Fig. 5).

Because repetition is favored in Chavfn art in

general, artists would probably have developed skills in creating
nearly identical repetitions of an element.

In these ways, the

template hypothesis becomes a didactic crutch that can denigrate
Chav!n artistic virtuosity.

Thus, it is suggested that

pre-visualization of designs, incorporating inversion as a guiding
principle, is predominant

in the South Coast textile compositions

while only limited, prescribed use

is indicated.

Fig. 5. Painted textile with loose composition of plants
and animals, showing no use of a template.
Physical evidence again comes into play to hypothesize about
the pre-burial uses of the painted textiles.

Firstly, single-ply,

unevenly-spun warp threads are found in most of the cloths.

Since

the warp is the tension-bearing element, hence usually made stronger
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than the weft, most of this fabric is unsuitable for garments (which
take greater stress than hangings and coverings). The large size of
these pieces is another indication that many were used as hangings.
Reconstructions range from several feet across to nine by thirteen
feet (Fig. 2); size alone bespeaks a function as large-scale
decoration.

In addition, Conklin points out that the fragile fabric

and non-fast dyes, especially susceptible to fading in sunlight,
makes it unlikely these were hung outside (Conklin 1978:3).

Thus,

the wall-sized hangings may have been used as portable, ritual
decorations within structures.

Cordy-Collins notes that one textile

(Cordy-Collins 1976:Fig. 118) closely echoes the arrangement of the
circular sunken courtyard and its encircling jaguar frieze at
Chavfn de Huantar.

While the textile is not a direct reference or

illustration of the courtyard, considering that the jaguars face
rather than follow each other, it suggests a similar intention:

to

delineate a ritual space with a circular composition of jaguars.

If

the linkage between the site and the textile is valid, the latter
created the ritual spaces of the former in two dimensions.
Many other types of cloths appear in addition to wall-hangings:
fringed coverings, plus what may be belts or ties and a canopy.

A

high-quality, fringed cloth smaller than the hangings is seen in
Fig. 6.

There fringe is added at the sides of the representation--or

rather its principal orientation--while another example is fringed
above and below the figure (Lyon 1974, Plate 30).

If the fringe is

presumed to hang downwards rather than over the cloth in both cases,
they probably functioned as covering for flat surfaces.

In this

position, the fringe would not obscure the depiction which could be
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seen from many directions, including "upright."

This positioning is

consistent with the multi-directional character of Chav!n-style art,
within which one view predominates.

Fig. 6. Representation of a female staff-bearing figure
on a fringed cloth.
Another form of the painted South Coast textile appears as a
long, thin strip (Fig. 7).

Measuring 35 inches long in fragmentary

form and around 5 inches wide with both selvages, this may have been
worn as a belt or tie.

The construction suits this piece for wear:

the plain-weave is tightly constructed in S-spun, Z-plied cotton
threads.

Some circumstantial evidence for this attribution as a

belt comes from belts prominently worn by figures in Chav{n sculpture
and in the painted textiles themselves (Fig. 7).

Belts with an

analogous meander-type pattern are found on the Lanzon, the Raimondi
and various processional figures at Chav{n de Huantar as well as

-60staff-bearers on the "Karwa" textiles.

The actual belts were not

washable, so would have been worn n.s ceremonial items (as suggested
by the ritually important characters on which belts are represented).

·······-·

-"
.

·'

Fig. 7. Painted South Coast cloth belt or tie (below) compared
with belts worn by the Raimondi (top left) and Lanztn (top right)
figures.
A unique complete piece suggests another ritual use (Fig. 8).
Measuring seventeen by nineteen inches with all four selvages intact,
this cloth has the same strong construction as the belts.

Two webs

were sewn together and the heading cords, or extra wefts at the
selvages, were braided at the eight corners thus formed.

These

heading cord braids created strings at the c-0rners and two sides by
which the textile could have been mounted or stretched (Bird and
Conklin 1970: Fig.9).

However, the bird iconography further implies

suspension as a canopy or ceiling hanging, by analogy with the
overhead bird cornice at Chavfn de Huantar.

Whether or not the piece

was a canopy, its form indicates a different function than the
hangings, covers and belts.

2

As ritual coverings for walls, objects, people and ceilings,
painted fabrics created a total environment.

Cloths complemented

the extensive corpus of Chavfn ritual paraphernalia such as mortars,
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snuffers, trays, shells and vessels.
been passed over in the literature.

Yet this ceremonial role has
Cordy-Collins subtitled her

dissertation on the iconography of the textiles "The Discovery of a
Pre-Columbian Catechism," thereby calling the corpus a manual of
religious instruction.

Given the various forms taken by the pieces,

this overt religious education role seems secondary to the
ceremonial functions through which indirect instruction could have
taken place.

The use of the term "catechism" unfortunately implies

a set of Post-Conquest, Christian assumptions about religion not
necessarily applicable to the Chavin case, still poorly understood
at present.

Some brief iconographical observations about the

painted staff-bearing figures may shed further light on some unique
qualities of this Pre-Columbian religion and its regional expression.

Fig. 8 Possibly canopy or ceiling hanging measuring
approximately 17 by 19 inches.
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ICONOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS
An Iconographic Study of Chav!n Textiles from the South Coast of
Peru:

The Discovery of a Pre-Columbian Catechism remains the most

valuable compendium of Chavin painted textile iconography.

Yet, like

all pioneering works, it now bears re-evaluation and further analysis
of the data.

Cordy-Collins stressed similarities over differences in

her attempt to categorize the diverse images and relate them to other
Chav!n-style media.

For example, all frontal staff-bearers were

grouped together regardless of staff type and other features.

3

However, differences in manner of representation, such as a
disembodied or abstracted version of a figure, were considered
separately.

The generalized definition of Chavfn art was applied

despite greater complexity in the images.

4

Finally, several

iconographic elements and emphases appear unique to the medium,
although Cordy-Collins concludes that only the "Cotton Goddess"
is idiosyncratic (Cordy-Collins 1976:267).
Generally speaking, the painted textiles display iconographic
themes found at Chavfn de Huantar:

staff-bearer, jaguar, harpy

eagle, cayman, processional human figures, trophy-head-bearer,
monkey, and San Pedro cactus.

Yet direct comparison of a textile

representation with its stone or gold "counterpart" reveals a great
number of fundamental differences not explained fully by the demands
of the various media.

For example, the sculpted trophy-head-bearer

is a simple human figure in a procession showing no metaphoric
substitutions of mouths for joints (Fig. 9).

5

In contrast, the

painted examples are seen as a group of barely humanoid figures
scattered across the cloth, their bodies shown as fanged faces and
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their square heads highly abstracted.

Thus, surface similarity

yields to variation in conception, attributes and style of
representation.

Fig. 9. Comparison of Chavin
de Huantar stone trophy-head
bearer (top) with South Coast
textile representation of the
same subject (bottom).

The greater emphases on the staff bearer and on snakes throughout
the textile corpus contrasts with those on the feline and bird in
Chav!n sculpture.

There are twenty-eight staff figures

in

Cordy-Collins' sample, making them the largest single iconographic
unit.

(Snakes appear as staffs, belts and hats on these figures.)

Because the staff-bearer forms the largest subgroup, finer
iconographical characterization is possible.

Staff-bearers can be

subdivided consistently by gender and staff type as well as by body
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position.

These new categories allow for the identification of figures

in extremely fragmentary pieces.

They also betray different roles and

a possible status hierarchy within the South Coast Chav!n-related
religion.
Gender includes female, male and neuter categories (Figs. 6,10-13).
Patricia Lyon suggests a useful methodology for determination of gender
in her "Female Supernaturals in Ancient Peru":
If some figures are depicted with genitals while
others in the same style are not, it is sometimes
possible to establish regularities of dress or
adornment, such as hair-do, on the former which
may then be used to identify the latter. One
might also find other iconographic features such
as certain plants, animals or abstract symbols
consistently associated with one or the other
sex. (Lyon 1978:96).
Following this method, definite iconographic constellations differentiate
the three gender categories.
Female figures often display readily recognizable metaphoric
substitutions for primary and secondary sexual attributes:

a toothed

mouth stands for the "vagina dentata" while eyes stand for breasts
(Figs. 6,10).

6

These gendered females are shown in a frontal position

and hold vegetalized staffs in either hand.

Besides the consistent

frontality and plant features, these females can be inverted to reveal
a second fanged face made up of headdress and face elements from the
upright image (Fig. 15).

This invertibility is familiar from the

primary cult image, the Raimondi stela.

By extension, these frontal

females are highly venerated and probably supernatural.

Many types

of vegetalized staffs appear, some with leafy fanged animals or
snakes, some with cotton and other specific plants.

One female holds

tW:i:Stedgrasses or fibers that may represent the primordial technique
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of twining.

It is tempting to identify the circle above her right

"staff" as the moon, archetypally associated with females and
their textile arts.

Thus, varied roles relating to Nature and

textiles are indicated for the frontal, invertible female
staff-bearers.

With this constellation of features, fragmentary

images such as Fig. 1 may be assigned to the female gender.

7

Fig. 10. Female figure
perhaps representing the
primordial textile
technique of twining.

Males display a complex of attributes opposite from those
of females:

they appear in profile carrying fanged-animal staffs

(Figs. 11-12).

Male genitalia is metaphorically substituted by a

triangle, representing a schematic penis or loincloth.

8

They

often wear a snake belt and can be found in cartouche arrangements
(Fig. 11).

Because they are profile representations, they are not

invertible and so may play a more human or subsidiary role in
comparison to the females.

Males' consistent identification with

animal staffs makes it possible to assign Fig. 12 to the male
category.

9
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Fig. 11. Typical
male profile figure
carrying fangedanimal staffs.

Fig. 12. Fragmentary
staff, probably from
male figure.

Females and males constitute two small, opposing subgroups;
however, the majority of the Chav!n-style textile staff-bearers
are genderless.

These neuters display a unique quality:

with only

two exceptions, all carry snakes and some wear triangular snake
hats (Fig. 13).

Neuters also show some intermediate characteristics

in that both profile and frontal figures are found, although profiles
predominate.

In addition, the exceptions to the snake-staff rule are

"bl e, s1m1
. · 1 ar to t h e f ema 1 es. 10
. .
f ronta 1 an d sem1-1nvert1
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Fig. 13. Typical
neuter profile figure
carrying snake "staffs"
and wearing a triangular
snake hat.

Thus, neuters form a bridge between female and male.

This, plus

their numerical predominance, calls into question the centrality of
depicting gender in Chav!n-style art and religion.

It appears that

only when sex was a vital descriptive aspect of the figures was it
delineated metaphorically, while much of the time it was ignored as
extraneous information.

Rather, it is larger iconographic

constellations such as plant-bearing frontal female, animal-bearing
profile male and snake-bearing neuter that characterize the textile
figures.

Lyon's theory proves highly applicable and the South Coast

textile iconography betrays deeper levels of religious complexity
and organization at work.

11

FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS
This intricate iconographic system is, of necessity, revealed
through the forms in art.

As at the technical level, questions of

reversal and visualization characterize the formal level.

The

manipulation of line especially embodies the broader communicative
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concerns of the "Chav!n" religion by making possible the inversion of
important personages.

Inversion represents an ingenious solution to

the problems of depicting the concepts of duality, paradox and
transcendence.

This visual device encodes meaning through the

perceptual effects of multiple axes and

"contour rivalry."

Multiple visual axes are found in the mythical representations
of Chavfn-style art.

For example, the south column bird on the

Black-and-White portal at Chav{n de Huantar has ten angles along
which upright faces can be seen.
dizzying

This gives the viewer a sense of

circular movement while trying to orient the various

images within the primary one.

As one figure is actually many,

depending quite literally on the point of view, these axes
communicate the difficult concept of multiplicity within unity.
The lack of one consistent orientation runs counter to human,
gravity-dependent perception of the world.

Thus, multiple axes

also depict a supernatural environment in which earthly rules do
not apply.
"Contour rivalry," as described in the perceptual psychology
theory of Rudolf Arnheim, allows for complete inversion along axes
(cf. Arnheim 1974:223-224).

Contour rivalry denotes the sharing

of outlines by two wholes and the subsequent creation of visual
paradox (Fig. 14).

Arnheim describes the situation:

The sharing of borders is uncomfortable, and the
hexagons [Fig. 14] exhibit an urge to pull apart,
since each figure has a simple, independent shape
of its own ... Everyone is familiar with the
goblet whose outlines can be seen alternatively
as two profile faces confronting each other.
When one sees the goblet, the outlines look so
completely different from those of the faces that
the identity can only be understood intellectually,
not acknowledged visually, nor can the two versions
be seen at the same time. (Arnheim 1974:223-225).
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These conditions apply to the contour rivalry seen in the female
supernatural figures (Figs. 1,15).

Both the "upright" and the

"upsidedown" versions claim certain lines:

when inverted the

wrinkled brow of Fig. 1 turns into the nose of Fig. 15, the
pupils move from upper to lower lid and the headdress spikes of
the former become the teeth of the latter.

The standing and the

descending creatures coexist in one body by sharing such contours.
This represents a supreme depiction of the difficult concept of
duality, or "two in one."

Fig. 14. Visual tension inherent in shared line or "contour
rivalry" (left) is resolved as simpler, separated elements
(right) under certain perceptual circumstances.

Fig. 15. Inverted view of Fig. 1 showing duality encoded
through "contour rivalry."
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These dual entities can be separated visually under special
circumstances.

In perceptual experiments "when the control of

the stimulus over the organizing forces in the brain is weakened-for example, by the exposure of dim figures for a split second-sometimes [there is] a tendency to give each unit its own
contour" (Arnheim 1974:224).

In other words, the shared line can

be seen twice so as to make both wholes complete and separate.
Chavfn altered perception through drug-induced hallucinations or
religious trance could weaken normal mental organization and aliow
. d • 12
b ot h aspects to b e perceive

Even without external aids,

religious training and visual familiarity would make it possible
to tease apart dual images with relative ease.

This perceptual

trickery "shocks the observer out of ..• complacent trust of
reality" (Arnheim 1974:227).

Like multiple axes, contour rivalry

inhabits an impossible, and therefore non-human, world.

Thus,

the concepts of paradox and transcendence are visually portrayed,
along with duality, through formal manipulation.
Physically, textiles are an ideal form in which to convey the
principle of inversion through multiple axes and contour rivalry.
In general, fabric is eminently portable and thus suitable for
large-scale dissemination of ideas.

(The non-local characteristics

of the "Karwa" cloth show that some movement took place.)

In

specific, its flexibility allows for actual inversion of the
principle image in order to display the "hidden" one.

A complex,

confusing representation resolves itself into component figures
when flipped over.

Small cloths could be handled, fringed ones

circumnavigated and belts are seen from above by the wearer.

,\
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Wall hangings, and the sculpture at Chavin de Huantar, are immovable
but still demonstrate their message to the trained, possessed or
intoxicated.

Thus, in a broad sense, textiles are suited to

religious education and ritual expression in physical, iconographic
and formal aspects.
The South Coast Chav!n-style cloths are a regional interpretation
of a religion concerned with communicating duality, paradox and
transcendence through art.

Inversion and pre-visualization

characterize these works of art from creation through observation.
Analysis of their internal evidence helps paint a more complete
picture of this revolutionary period.

13

FOOTNOTES
1.

Karwa was suggested as the provenance for these textiles by
looters and second-hand accounts and so remains speculative
(Cordy-Collins 1976:43).

2.

Other ritual garments such as capes are represented in the
Chav!n de Huantar sculptural record (Sharon and Donnan 1977:
377); however, the corresponding actual textiles have not
been distinguished as yet.

3.

Cordy-Collins observes at one point that frontal staff "gods"
"hold unique staffs" (1976:81). She follows this up for the
"Cotton Goddess" (1979).

4.

For example, treatment of the question of fangs disregards
the evidence that several placements were possible especially
in profile views (for example, Cordy-Collins 1976:121).

5.

Rather than employing John Rowe's more familiar term "kenning"
(Rowe 1962:15-17), I am adopting George Kubler's "metaphoric
substitution," in order to avoid the literary analogy implicit
in the former (Kubler, personal communication).

6.

The "North" figure on the Black-and-White Portal at Chavin de
Huantar is the prototype for this delineated gender (See Lyon,
1978).
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7.

Females can be seen in Cordy-Collins 1976: Figs. 47a,48,49,55;
1979: Fig. 2; Rowe 1962: Fig. 29; Lyon 1974: Plate 30, Fig. 8.

8.

Male genitalia is seen most clearly on the "South" figure of
the Black-and-White Portal at Chav{n de Huantar.
It is
interesting to note that eyes again stand for secondary sexual
characteristics; here they substitute for testicles.

9.

Males can be seen in Cordy-Collins 1976:
Roe 1974: Fig. 16.

Figs. 5,26,58,60,67;

10.

Neuter exceptions are seen in Corday-Collins 1976: Figs. 15,
52a. Neuters can be seen in Cordy-Collins 1976: Figs. 16,23,24,
42,46a,46b,54,57,66; Roe 1974: Figs. 13,17.

11.

Since the various staff figures fall into discernible subdivisions
and a possible hierarchy of roles, it would be useful to
differentiate between them more effectively in our terminology.
Though cumbersome, terms like "Female plant-bearing supernatural"
are precise and avoid the inevitable imposition of Western
religious ideas that terms such as god or goddess carry with
them. These specific, descriptive categories do justice to the
complexity of the expression by recognizing the different roles
of celebrant and celebrated.

12.

Chav!n use of hallucinogenic drugs is strongly suggested (Sharon
and Donnan 1977; Cordy-Collins 1980).

13.

My thanks to Barbara Conklin, William Conklin, George Kubler,
Michael Coe and Richard Burger for their kind assistance in this
project.
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Shared ideology and parallel political development:
Huari and Tiwanaku
William H. Isbell
State University of New York
at Binghamton
Important evolutionary advances were achieved by the ancient cultures
of Peru and Bolivia during the Middle Horizon (A.D. 500-1000).

Earlier

societies had already developed hierarchically structured polities whose
administrative nodes were located in impressive temple centers.

The labor

invested in the monumental architecture of each ceremonial center probably
reflected its position in the regional hierarchy.

In several areas, the

altiplano around Lake Titicaca and the north coast around the Moche Valley,
there is sufficient differentiation in size of the ceremonial centers to
imply a hierarchical chain of command with three superimposed administrative
levels.

This degree of administrative differentiation is frequently identi-

fied with state governments (Isbell and Schreiber 1978; Wright and Johnson
1975).

These ceremonial centers, however, lack extensive architectural

facilities for housing bureaucrats, storing goods, and quartering laborers
or soldiers.

Consequently, it must be assumed that the sanctions supporting

the rulers were almost exclusively ideological in nature, that control over
surplus goods was relatively limited, that the size of the elite administrative class was small, and that the amount of information collected and
processed by the administrators was also tiny.

This priestly elite probably

remained outside community politics where local, kin-based authority
prevailed, and concentrated instead on communication with ancestral deities,
and increasingly important problems of intercommunity interactions.
During the Middle Horizon, some capitals grew in size, attaining urban
population aggregates.

Monumental temple platforms were replaced by walled
-186-
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compounds with numerous internal rooms.

Lower order provincial capitals

were carefully planned complexes with streets, plazas, compounds and elongated
rooms.

Some possessed rows of buildings or rooms that appear to have been

storehouses (Isbell 1977, 1980; Mccown 1945; McEwan 1980, 1981, personal
communication; Sanders 1973; Schreiber 1978; John Topic personal communication).
The earliest evidence of the knotted string accounting device (quipu) belongs
to this period (Conklin 1982) as well.

These data imply that the number of

elite administrators increased significantly.

Control over surplus goods

and labor was greater, and the larger body of administrators was probably
involved in processing data and making decisions about a much broader range
of human activities.
ity was superceded

It seems likely that even local level, kin-based authorby the central government, and standardized room complexes

may indicate barracks-like residences for workers and military that guaranteed
physical force to back the decisions of the elite.
During the Middle Horizon, it is apparent that the bureaucratic state
was born in the Central Andes of Peru and Bolivia.

What is more, the distri-

bution of diagnostic art shows that a vast area, including several of the
earlier theocratic states, was welded together into a single political unit,
the empire (Browman 1978; Isbell and Schreiber 1978; Lumbreras 1974; Menzel
1964, 1968, 1978).

But careful study of the art indicates that the mos~

popular developmental scenarios accounting for these cultural advances are
probably incorrect and misoriented.
In one generally respectable reconstruction of the Middle Horizon,
culture change and increase in political complexity are considered to have
taken place at a single precocious center, Tiwanaku (Ponce 1969a, 1971, 1972,
1979).

Subsequently, these new organizational advances were spread throughout

the Andes by conquering armies or missionary merchants who established
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secondary, provincial centers.

A vast administrative or commercial empire

was created with the altiplano center of Tiwanaku as its political capital
and cultural leader.
This scenario assumes that the transition from a ceremonially based
polity to a bureaucratic state, and/or politico-economic empire, was due to
processes taking place in Tiwanaku's core territory.

As a consequence,

archaeological studies of the ideological and behavioral changes, as well
as the selective pressures that produced the Middle Horizon must focus only
on Tiwanaku and its immediate surrollildings.

Societies and events more

removed in space or time need not be considered, except perhaps as some of
these impinged on the government and organization of Tiwanaku during the
expansion of its borders and creation of its provincial capitals.
A second scenario recognizes two stages in the evolutionary process,
and two cultural centers.

In this conceptualization of the past, Tiwanaku

is also the precocious center where initial organizational transformations
took place.

Subsequently, its newly developed sophistication was transmitted

to the Ayacucho Valley, and the site of Huari, that soon emerged as the
dominant settlement and regional capital in that area.

Mechanisms for the

transmission of Tiwanaku's political skills to Ayacucho are hypothetical,
but conquering armies, colonists, and merchant-missionaries from Tiwanaku
have all been proposed, as well as pilgrims from Ayacucho who visited the
great altiplano center, learning something of its administrative organization
and converting to its dogma before returning to their Ayacucho homes
(Lumbreras 1974; Menzel 1964).
In this second, two stage scenario, Huari was established as, or became,
an independent center employing Tiwanaku's sophisticated organizational
pattern.

Within a couple of centuries it extended its influence over much
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of the Central Andes north of the Tiwanaku sphere, becoming a cultural and
political capital comparable to Tiwanaku itself.
Some scholars feel that Huari employed Tiwanaku's organizational forms
virtually unmodified while others argue that it reinterpreted them and
formulated another and more progressive system.

A popular interpretation

endorsed by archaeologist David Browman (1978) describes the Tiwanaku sphere
as a commercial empire held together by economics, ideology and skillful
merchant-missionaries while Huari's sphere was carved out by conquest and
held together by an administrative bureaucracy backed by force of arms.

Be

that as it may, archaeologists subscribing to the two stage scenario must
focus their research on the initial innovation at Tiwanaku, the information
transmitted from Tiwariaku to Huari, and the subsequent development at Huari
in order to explain the cultural advances achieved during the Middle Horizon.
Both of these scenarios of Middle Horizon political evolution depend
on interpretations of art and iconography.

I agree that the diagnostic

iconography of Tiwanaku and Huari provides a sensitive indicator of past
political boundaries, as well a,s the regional structure of Middle Horizon
empires.

Even the ideology, and its transformations through time, are

preserved in the iconography, where they may possibly be recovered by
insightful research.

The association of the characteristic Middle Horizon

icon inventory with expansionist ideology and organization is obvious since
it reappeared iri only slightly modified form with almost every period of
cultural and political unification in the Central Andes.

My disagreement is

with the assumption that progressive change originates in one precocious and
inventive center - Tiwanaku in this case -. to be subsequently diffused into
cultures that lacked conditions appropriate for the transformation.
Examination of the art and iconography of the Middle Horizon shows that it
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is more likely that Tiwanaku and the ancient Ayacucho centers, especially
Huari, developed through parallel evolution spurred by mutual information
exchange.

What is more, each experienced the same initial catalyst, an

infusion of ideology, with corresponding icon inventory, from an ancient
tradition of cultural unification that was foreign to both.

The recognition

of these factors in the simultaneous development of both centers should
help archaeologists realize the inadequacy of explanations of culture change
that attempt to locate a precocious center with material conditions
responsible for great innovations.

Instead, we must turn our attention to

the conditions under which innovations take place and are adopted, an
endeavor that should be assisted by determining the factors shared by Huari
and Tiwanaku during their impressive parallel development.
The diagnostic, fusional iconography shared by Tiwanaku and Huari, as
well as other important Middle Horizon centers, emphasizes an anthropomorphic figure, standing erect and viewed front-face.

Referred to as the

front-face deity, it has both arms raised and spread, with each hand
grasping a staff.

While details of its elaborate headdress and costume may

vary somewhat, and the entire figure can even be reduced to a disembodied
head, the front-face deity is easy to recognize throughout the Andes.
Attendant figures usually accompany the front-face deity, being located to
its left and right.

These attendant figures are depicted in profile and

usually have one leg forward and the other to the back as though kneeling
or running.

One arm is raised and grasps a staff that is held parallel

to the body.

Some specimens have wings on their backs, wear elaborate

costumes and have headdresses quite

simila~

to those of the front-face deity.

In Andean prehistory, the front-face deity with attendant figures is
very ancient, although its temporal distribution appears to have been
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discontinuous and associated with periods of cultural unification.

It is

one of the principal themes of widespread Chavin art during the Early Horizon
(Rowe 1962).

As interregional diversity emerged during the Early Intermediate

Period, the theme
and Brandel 1970).

declined in popularity except perhaps at Pucara (Rowe
This ceremonial center is located on the northern edge

of the altiplano between Tiwanaku and Ayacucho.

Pucara culture is still

poorly known but reports of artifacts in Pucara style as far away as northern
Chile and the Cuzco area demonstrate that it, too, was expansionistic,
employing the iconography and associated ideology to unify diverse peoples
(Conklin 1983).
In the Middle Horizon, great empires were formed and the front-face
deity with attendant figures became a dominant theme in art throughbut the
Central Andes.

As the great polities declined, they too lost popularity

except on Peru's north coast where the Chimu empire fashioned a new multiethnic polity out of Middle Horizon roots (Schaedel 1978).

Only Inca fusion

appears to have been achieved without the front-face deity and attendants.
Inca art, however, is almost devoid of representational depictions so it is
possible that the ideas symbolized by the theme did exist in Inca ideology
without overt depiction in art.

Anthropologists Zuidema and Quispe (1973)

have found a modern Indian conceptualization of God that expresses the
same thematic structure as Middle Horizon depictions of the deity and
attendants.

This would support the contention that the ideology associated

with the theme was present in Inca thinking, continuing into modern
catholicism under colonial and republican rule.
Archaeologists' assumption that Middle Horizon diffusion of the frontface deity with its attendants was from a center at Tiwanaku is a curious
happenstance of history.

Tiwanaku is an unusually impressive site and it
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has always attracted a great deal of attention.

The German archaeologists

Alfons Stubel and Max Uhle (1892) published an influential monograph on
Tiwanaku.

Its most important contributions were first, a detailed descrip-

tion and definition of Tiwanaku's sculptural art, and second, the demonstration that the sculptures and ruins of Tiwanaku were older than Inca
civilization.

This was the first scientific demonstration that a cultural

chronology with significant time depth existed in the .Andes.
Several years after his study of Tiwanaku's art, Max Uhle (1903b) was
excavating the temple of Pachacamac on the central coast of Peru.

To his

surprise, he found burials under an early addition to the temple.

They were

accompanied by ceramics and textiles decorated with the Tiwanaku-like frontface deity and attendant figures.

Immediately, Uhle realized that the

textile and ceramic representations from Pachacamac were not identical to
the stone sculptures of Tiwanaku.

He also knew that the shapes of the

pottery vessels from Pachacamac were unknown at Tiwanaku, where the important
deity and attendants very rarely occurred on ceramics anyway.

Carefully,

he warned that it was unlikely that the Pachacamac artifacts had come from
Tiwanaku and that Tiwanaku was unlikely to have been the center from which
the iconography was dispersed.

What Uhle did believe was that the similarity

in the Pachacamac and Tiwanaku figures established a contemporaneous
artistic horizon that would permit him to create a regional chronology for
much of Peru and Bolivia.

In this, Uhle was successful, formulating the

first archaeologically defined regional chronology for any center of
pristine archaic civilization in the world (Uhle 1903a).

But he also named

the newly discovered coastal style after Tiwanaku (Tiahuanaco), which
apparently implied a Tiwanaku origin for subsequent generations of
archaeologists.

In 1944, the famous anthropologist, archaeologist and
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style analyst, Alfred Kroeber (1944) stated that it still remained unproved,
even though virtually everyone asswned that Tiwanaku was the source of the
broadly diffused, diagnostic art which I shall refer to as •riahuanacoid.
(I have retained Uhle's spelling of Tiahuanaco and added the suffix "oid"
to distinguish Middle Horizon art emphasizing the front-face deity and
attendant figures from the Bolivian archaeological site of Tiwanaku.)
Kroeber's claim is equally valid today, and it is possible to begin to
show that Tiwanaku was not the center of dispersal for the Tiahuanacoid
icons or for Middle Horizon political forms.

First, let us examine the

cultural sequence from Tiwanaku itself.
A chronology of ceramic styles was established for Tiwanaku through
stratigraphic excavations conducted by Wendell Bennett (1934) in 1932.
Various other archaeologists have excavated at Tiwanaku since then, but
none has published a revision of Bennett's sequence.

In 1955, Alfred

Kidder II (1956) reexcavated at Tiwanaku to collect charcoal samples for
radiocarbon dating.

Kidder observed that many of the charcoal samples could

have suffered distu.rbance or contamination.

More important for us is the

question whether Kidder could adequately distinguish the ceramic phases
described by Bennett so that he and other archaeologists would know what
phases were really associated with each date.

The most recent archaeology

at Tiwanaku has been directed by Carlos Ponce and his associates.

It has

been oriented toward the expositic.m of architectural remains and the formulation of a chronology of building periods, although new carbon samples and
a vast amount of pottery were also collected.

However, until most of these

latter are analyzed and published we have no way to be sure that Ponce's
building periods are precisely associated with Bennett's ceramic chronology
or Kidder's dates.
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According to Ponce, the monumental temples at Tiwanaku were constructed
during the period he calls Tiwanaku III, which corresponds to Bennett's
Early Tiahuanaco period.

Sculptures from this period, such as stela 15

(Ponce and Mogrovejo 1970: Fig. 31-32), or the tenoned heads from the semisubterranean temple (Ponce 1969: Fig. 17-25), belong to a fairly broadly
diffused, early style that universally lacks the front-face deity and
attendant figures which define Tiahuanacoid iconography.

In the subsequent,

Tiwanaku IV period (Bennett's Classic Tiahuanaco) the temples were refurbished
with facades and sculptures replete with Tiahuanacoid icons, such as the Gate
of the Sun (Ponce et al. 1971: Fig. 103), originally from the Pumapuncu but
now standing on the corner of the Kalasasaya temple platform.

This places

Tiahuanacoid iconography at the beginning of the Tiwanaku IV period, an
interpretation that agrees with Dwight Wallace's (1957) conclusions based
on a comparison of sculptural details with ceramic decorations.
Radiocarbon dates from Tiwanaku (Chart I) imply that the Tiwanaku IV
period began about A.D. 500, so the adoption of Tiahuanacoid iconography
must have taken place at about that time.

This date of A.D. 500 is virtually

identical with the beginning of Middle Horizon lA in Peru, and the appearance
of Tiahuanacoid icons in Ayacucho, at the site of Conchopata, only 10 km.
from Huari.

At Conchopata, a cache of large urns decorated with Tiahuanacoid

icons was found in 1942.

The mythical beings include two variants of the

front-face deity; five kinds of profile attendants, including a large,
disembodied profile head, apparently from an angel; and several other beings.
Dorothy Menzel (1964) has shown that on seriational grounds, this cache
belongs to Epoch lA of the Middle Horizon.
Now if Tiahuanacoid iconography was adopted at Tiwanaku and ConchopataHuari at about the same time, a third artistic and cultural tradition must
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exist that influenced both centers.

Pucara is the most likely antecedent

since it is earlier and located between riwanaku in the southern altiplano
1

and Huari in the Ayacucho Valley,

It possesses some strange looking versions

of a front-face deity who grasps a weapon or agricultural tool in one hand
and the tether of a camelid in the other.

Attendant representations are,

however, much more similar to those of Tiwanaku and Conchopata-Huari (Rowe
and Brandel 1970).

Unfortunately the sample is still small and all published

examples lack wings but share many other attributes with the later icons.
Finally, a small stone sculpture in Pucara style depicts a front-fact deity
very similar to the Tiwanaku and Conchopata-Huari examples (Rowe 1976).
Pucara is a definite antecedent for Middle Horizon Tiahuanacoid art but
it is unlikely to be the direct and immediate antecedent.

The radiocarbon

dates from the s:ite cluster in the first century B.C., and even if the
ceremonial center was not abandoned until A.D. 200 or 300, that leaves
several centuries unaccounted for.

What is more, the known sample of

Pucara icons tends to confirm a hiatus ?f several
the figures underwent significant

chan~e

hu.~dred

years during which

before being adopted in Ayacucho

and Tiwanaku.
One candidate for a Pucara-derived common ancestor of Middle Horizon
Tiahuanacoid art comes from· Ni~o Karin on the eastern slopes of the Andes
mountains between Lake Titicaca and the Amazon jungle (Wassen 1972).
archaeologically little known area

This

has produced the burial of a medicine-

man complete with his paraphernalia for herbal and ritual cures.

Among

the objects preserved with this burial (which was placed in a dry cave) is
a wooden tablet used in snuffing hallucinogenic powders (Wassen 1972: Fig.

5; see also Cook, this volume:

Fig. 4).

Incised on the tablet is an

attendant figure in an early Tiahuanacoid style that possesses trophy heads
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very reminiscent of those in Pucara art.

The disembodied head of the front-

face deity is depicted on a basket from the same burial (Wassen 1972: plate
II).
1120

Four radiocarbon dates are available for the Ni~o Korin burial, A.D.
.:!:_

100, A.D. 755 _:. 100, A.D. 375 ~ 100, and A.D. 355 _:. 200.

The earliest

two dates are indistinguishable from one another and fit well with Pucara
~

relationships, especially in the trophy heads.

If the Nino Korin find dates

between A.D. 300 and 500 it may provide an example of the late, Pucarainspired art that was adopted in both Ayacucho and Tiwanaku.
Decorations from the Conchopata urns discovered in 1942, the earliest
Tiahuanacoid art in the Ayacucho area, share a number of features with the
profile attendant on the Nino Korin tablet.

Many of these early character-

istics disappeared in the Tiahuanacoid art of Ayacucho that, through seriation
and stratigraphic superposition, can be shown to be later.
The identification of initial and later Tiahuanacoid stylistic constellations in Ayachucho facilitates the dating of important sculptures at Tiwanaku.
For the most part, front-face deities and profile attendant figures from
Tiwanaku are very similar to one another, sharing so many stylistic elements
that no more than a century or so could separate the known examples.

By

comparing examples of this group of Tiwanaku icons with the Ayacucho
representatives it should be possible to determine whether they share more
features with the earliest, or the later styles.

Sculptures stylistically

contemporary with Ayacucho's first Tiahuanacoid icons can be searched for,
and we can determine whether the art from Tiwanaku includes even more
primitive, Pucara-like figures that would document the presence of the
front-face deity and attendants before their introduction to Ayacucho.
An examination of Tiwanaku sculpture reveals three pieces that

contrast with the bulk of the art and share a number of features among
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themselves.

One is a small stone fragment with two incomplete attendant

figures mistakenly illustrated upside down by Count Creque-Montfort (1906:
Fig. 11; see also Cook, this volume:

Fig. 6).

Second is a carved lintel,

certainly from Tiwanaku, but reutilized in a house at Calle Linares in La Paz
(Posnansky 1945:

Fig. 140; see also Cook, this volume:

the front-face deity and four attendants.

Fig. 5).

It depicts

The third specimen appears to

have remained unpublished until now and was probably only recently excavated
(Cook, this volume:

Fig. 7).

It lies at the western edge of the ruined

compound within Tiwanaku's civic center that is known as the Kantataita.
,...,

Stylistically, this group belongs with Nino Karin and Conchopata 1942,
sharing Pucara-like trophy heads, a distinctive zigzag

band, a long nosed

being, "N" shaped canines and horizontally positioned attendants.

However,

the contemporaneity of these icons as indicated by shared attributes is
discussed in more detail by Anita Cook in this volume.
Later Tiahuanacoid iconography from Ayacucho includes an offering
deposit of face-neck jars folUld by construction workmen at Conchopata in
1977 (see Cook, this volume:

Figs. 1-3).

A broadly contemporary offering

of pottery was found at Pacheco, Nasca in 1927 (Menzel 1964) and many
fragmentary pieces are known from Huari and its provincial settlements.
These icons share a large number of elements with the bulk of Tiwanaku
sculptures, such as the Gate of the Sun, stela 10 and stela 15 (Ponce and
Mogrovejo 1970: Figs. 27-29).
A study of the published examples of Tiwanaku art, the examination of
numerous museum collections, and

~orrespondence

with both professionals

and knowledgeable amateurs has failed to reveal specimens of Tiwanaku art
that belong to a phase in the development of Tiahuanacoid iconography that
should be significantly earlier than the Middle Horizon lA examples from

----~----

--------
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Ayacucho, the Nino Korin tablet, or the three Tiwanaku pieces discussed
above.

The conclusion is obvious.

Based on the information available,

Tiwanaku cannot be considered to be the center for the development and
dissemination of Tiahuanacoid art.

Rather, Tiwanaku and Ayacucho both

adopted Tiahuanacoid iconography at about the same time.

A late and derived

tradition of Pucara-like mythical figures has been postulated to fill the
temporal and stylistic hiatus between Pucara and Tiwanaku-Huari.

Thus far,

,..,

Nino Korin provides the specimens most likely to belong to a Pucara-derived
tradition in existence between A.D. 300 and 500.
A larger sample of early Tiahuanacoid art is required before the relationships among the various early groups of icons can be established with security.
The 1942 Conchopata urn collection possesses two variants of the front-face
deity and five forms of attendant angels (Cook 1979).

The early inventory

from Tiwa.naku has only one variant of front-face deity and one or two forms
of attendant angels.

Unless a number of early Tiahuanacoid icons remains to

be discovered .at the altiplano site, Tiwanaku lacks enough variation to
provide the antecedent for the Conchopata figures.

This supports the

contention that the Ayacucho icons were not borrowed from Tiwanaku, but
,..,

that both were adopted from a third source.

Nino Korin possesses unfortun-

ately little information with only one example of the front-face deity in
highly abbreviated form, and a single specimen with a profile attendant
figure.

The wet climate of the eastern Andean slopes makes it very unlikely

that more examples of such perishable artifacts will be found around
,..,

,..,

Nino Korin.

The Nino Karin icons are closely related to, but not themselves

the direct ancestors of Tiwanaku's and Ayacucho's versions of Tiahuanacoid
art.
"' Korin discovery
Perhaps the most exciting implication of the Nino
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comes from its location in the

h~artland

of the modern Callawaya Indians.

The Callawaya are famed curers who travel throughout Peru and Bolivia selling
their special herbal and ritual cures.

They can be seen in the markets of

La Paz, only an hour's bus trip from ancient Tiwanaku, and in Ayacucho they
are also known.

Indians from communities such as Chuschi, located about 90

km. south of Ayacucho, still disguise themselves as "jamites" (traveling
Callaway curers) on certain festive occasions that commeli1orate the influence
these itinerate medicine men

and other outsiders have had on village

history (B.J. Isbell 1978).
The medicinal herbs and curing paraphernalia associated with the
Nino Korin burial make it absolutely clear that the individual was a
shamanistic curer, and there is no reason to doubt that he is an ancestor
of the modern Callawaya.

What is more, if modern Callawiyatravel from the

Nino Korin area south to the Tiwanaku region, and north to Ayacucho, it
is very likely that their ancient ancestors made similar trips.

I suggest

that preconquest, itinerate Callawaya shamans invoked mythical beings

in

their curing rituals -- the front-face deity and profile attendants who
were depicted on the curing paraphernalia and perhaps also on the woven
garments worn by the ethnic specialists.

Since the Callawaya sought to

attend persons from all ethnic groups, their curing pantheon must have
contained 1Jni versal cosmic beings free of '.:l.ncestral
specific groups.

relationships to any

Adopted from the earlier fusionistic Chavin and Pucara

religions, the front-face deity and attendants may have been key figures
in an incipient universal religion well before either Tiwanaku or Huari
had dreamed of a universal state.
A new scenario of Middle Horizon culture change can now be proposed.
Tiwanaku was not the precocious center where initial organizational
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innovations took place, starting a new adaptive stage in Andean cultural
development.

Rather, Tiwanaku and the Ayacucho settlements had been exper-

iencing independent development during the centuries immediately preceding
A.D. 500.

From the information now available it would appear that Tiwanaku

had established a hierarchical, theocratic polity, perhaps even a state,
administered with the aid of secondary and tertiary ceremonial centers
located up to 50 or 60 km. from the capital.
centers were less apparent.

In Ayacucho, ceremonial

Settlement size and distribution suggest a

decentralized political structure, perhaps some sort of confederation
headed by secular authorities from more or less independent kingdoms.
Before the appearance of Tiahuanacoid iconography, Ayacucho settlers were
establishing colonies in the coastal Nasca Valley several hundred kilometers
away (Paulsen 1980 and this volume).

This may reveal a policy or tradition

of colonies that exploited ecologically contrastive zones forming a noncontiguous economic archipelago

held together by intra-ethnic bonds of

reciprocity (Murra 1972).
By A.D. 500, itinerate shamans of Callawaya ethnic origin were offering
their services in both Tiwanaku and Ayacucho.

Their sophisticated herbal

cures were backed by universal religious ideology that focused on a powerful
front-face deity with attendant beings.

Soon, the new religion, with its

iconic symbols and concept of universal order that subsumed ethnic
differences, was adopted in both Tiwanaku and Ayacucho.
Reciprocal interaction between the two major cultural centers also
accelerated change.

Huari experimented with Tiwanaku's hierarchical reli-

gious organization, but discarded the more strictly religious officials and
ceremonial centers in favor of authorities with more secular functions who
resided in well-equipped administrative towns

--------

------

(Isbell 1982).

Centralized

-----------

---
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control was established over the entire Ayacucho region employing this new
governmental form that was sanctioned by the universal religion adopted from
the Callawaya.
Huari.

Resident::; of many of Ayacucho's older centers immigrated to

Bureaucratic state government and an urban capital were born.

change continued.

But

The tradition of colonies located in distant lands was

transformed into expansionistic conquest that imposed the single hierarchical
political system.

Indirect but centralized political control

new religion were spread throughout much of Peru.

and Huari's

Where appropriate local

administrative institutions were lacking, Huari constructed carefully
planned provincial capitals from which bureaucrats managed state properties
and acted as intermediaries between the central authority of Huari and local
leaders of the traditional ethnic groups.

The first Andean empire was born.

Following the adoption of the new, universal Callawaya religion,
Tiwanaku refurbished the temples in its great civic center, erecting many
sculptures replete with representations of the front-face deity and attendants.
Although its residents cannot be accredited with all the insightful organizational innovations attributed to them in the old scenario
Horizon developments, important changes did take place.

of Middle

While the temples

were redecorated, Tiwanaku began to expand its sphere of influence.
Ceremonial centers, however, were no longer constructed in newly colonized
territories.

At Tiwanaku, rectangular compounds with elongated room

complexes surrounding open patios were built.

The two known examples - the

Putunl and Kherj_kala - have been interpreted as elite residences, most likely
palaces.

They reveal a trend toward the inclusion of more secular concerns

in administration, and the development of architectural facilities for an
increasing number of bureaucrats.

The addition of more secular functions,

the form of the Tiwanaku palaces and the development of distant colonies all
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TABLE I
Correlation of the Tiwanaku
and Ayacucho Sequences

TIWANAKU DATES

AYACUCHO AND
SOUTH COAST DATES

Tiwanaku V
(Decadent Tiahuanaco)

Late Intermediate Period
(Chanca)

AD 1000

AD 1000
AD 1172 ± 133
AD 892 ±

'8'·

4

5;:!

3

AD 800 ± 105]1
AD 765 ±

902 ;

6
B
AD 723 ± 69,.:.,
- 2
-AiS 700 ± I11X'._:7 - - A
Tiwanaku IV
(Classic Tiahuanaco)

AD1065 ± 100 * 3
AD 720 ±

Middle Horizon
(Huari)

601

4
AD 690 ± 150

AD 527 ± 175
AD 248 ± 103 *
AD

AD 605 ± 111¥-

B

6ct

A

-- - -

AD 580 ±

- 1

4
AD 425 ± 150
AD

500

500

AD 490 ± 200

AD 374 ± 104
Tiwanaku III
(Early Tiahuanaco)

AD 258 ± 104
AD 243 ±

AD 285 ± 12dEarly Intermediate
Period
(Huarpa)

93

AD 133 ± 103
25 BC

± 110 3
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE I

All dates in the Tiwanaku column are from the Tiwanaku Site, collected under
the direction of A. Kidder II or C. Ponce S. (See Ponce 1972).

*

Dates probably in error.

1.

Samples from Huari collected under the direction of W. H. Isbell

2.

Samples from Jargampata collected under the direction of W. H. Isbell

3.

Samples from Conchopata collected under the direction of R. S. MacNeish

4.

Samples from Nawinpukyu collected under the direction of R. S. MacNeish

5.

Samples from Cahuachi, Nasca reported by Rowe (1967:29)

6.

Average of 3 samples from textiles believed to have been inside Middle
Horizon 2A jars from Ocofia.

Reported by Rowe (1967:27-28)

7.

Sample from Montegrande, Nasca reported by Rowe (1967:28)

8.

Sample from Ulluhaya, Callango, lea reported by Rowe (1967:28)
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Casma Incised pottery: an analysis of collections from the Nepefia Valley
Cheryl Daggett
Massachusetts
The title 'Casma Incised' seems to have been coined by Donald
Collier (1962) to describe a redware, predominantly ollas with strap
handles, decorated with combinations of the following techniques: incision, punctation, zoned punctation with incising, dentate stamping,
rocker dentate stamping, stamped circles and dots, applique bumps, welts,
serpentine ridges with punctations and small zoomorphic adornos usually
applied to the rim, shoulder and handles of the vessel (ibid.: 415).
He equates this pottery with Tello's 'Casma Style' and Kroeber's 'Sechin
Style' (ibid.).

In their report on Chanquillo, Fung and Pimentel (1973)

call for a Casma Culture represented by this ceramic type which also
seems to have a fairly wide distribution outside of Casma (Figure 1) as
far north as the Nepefia Valley and as far south as the Fortaleza Valley.
The principal decoration of this ware consists of circles and dots deeply impressed (ibid.: 77).
As a result of an archaeological survey of the Huarmey Valley,
Donald Thompson designates a Huarmey Incised pottery type which he describes as "a rather rococo incised and punctated pottery, which is also found in Casma and Fortaleza" (1964: 545),

A northern boundary is

suggested by Richard Schaedel who writes: ",,,beginning with the south

bank of the Santa •.. a rather uniform surface collection pertains, at
least of utilitarian ware.

This ware is usually unslipped, is extrava-

gantly decorated with reed punch marks, gouge marks and incisions, and
presents a high proportion of modeled nubbins, as well as vertical and
horizontal handles" (1951: 241).

At this point I would like to add that

in 1981 I saw Casma Incised sherds at the site of Las Salinas in the
-209-
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Valley of Chao just north of the Santa Valley.

This would make the dis-

tribution of Casma Incised pottery known to me to be

f~om

the Chao Val-

ley on the north coast to the Fortaleza Valley on the central coast, an
area roughly JOO km in extent.
From August of 1980 to July of 1981 I helped to carry out an intensive surface survey

1

of the mid and upper portions of the Nepefia Valley

2

My interest in this 'rococo' or 'extravagantly decorated' utilitarian
ware developed as I looked more closely at our sherd collections and
noted that all Casma Incised sherds were not as gaudily decorated as was
presupposed.

From the literature I came to realize that Casma Incised

pottery was believed to be an important local ware in a number of north
and north-central coast valleys.
In this paper I would like to briefly describe the Casma Incised
pottery type as represented in Nepefia collections, noting a distinction
between what I am calling Casma Incised (Figure 2a) and a similar, yet
quite different, second type which I am calling Serpentine Applique
(Figure 2b).

I will deal with general shape categories as well as dee-

oration and I will correlate specific decorative techniques to particular parts of the vessel,

Towards the end of this paper I will note an

association between these pottery types and others thus providing a
temporal framework.

I will then briefly discuss the distribution of

sites where the above types are to be found in Nepena.
While conducting a preliminary analysis of Casma Incised sherds collected during the 1980-1981 field season and later during my review of
slides containing Casma Incised sherds from all Nepefia collectionsJ, I
noted two major vessel categories: a necked olla or jar and a large bowl.
The more dominant vessel form is clearly the necked jar.

Its shape is
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Serpentine Applique jar.
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simple, the body of the vessel being spherical and tending towards
squatness.

Small, thick handles, almost ellipsoid in cross-section,

are attached either horizontally or vertically to the shoulder of the
vessel and the overall height of the vessel tends to range between 24 to
42 cm.

The major distinguishing feature for these jars was the treat-

ment of the rim.
In my sample of over 200 identifiable rim sherds, the flare rim
(Figure Ja) comprised J8fo and this makes it the most common rim type.
The flare rim rises from the juncture of the rim and the vessel shoulder
at a gradual angle and it ranges between 20 and

53 mm in height. The

rim edge is usually either rounded or tapered.

The diameter of the rim

opening ranges between 7 to 14 cm and the diameter of the mouth opening
ranges from 6 to 10 cm.

The degree to which a vessel flares is not con-

sistent, for the difference between rim opening and mouth opening in
some vessels was as slight as only 1 cm while in others it was a prominent 4 cm.
The flare rim is followed in frequency by a lipped-flare rim (Figure Jb) and it comprises 27% of my sample.

Similar to the flare rim, it

rises from the juncture of the rim and the vessel shoulder at either a
gradual angle or, more often, a vertical angle.

The rim edge is altered

either by a sharp everted turn, which produces a rounded lip on the

rL~

edge, or by a change in the flare angle to a vertical edge, which produces a stand-up lip.

This lip is often decorated with applied clay

nodules which are then incised with short lines.

The diameter of rim

openings range from 9 to 14 cm while the diameter of mouth openings
range between 8 and 12 cm.
A rim type comprising

l~~

of my sample and more commonly found in
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the middle and upper parts of the valley is a short, incurving rim
form (Figure Jc).

The rim's distinguishing feature is a point of verti-

cal tangency (Shepard 1956: 224) at .its mid-section, thus the maximum
diameter of this rim type is neither the rim opening nor the mouth opening.

In the few examples recorded, rim openings range between 9 and 11

cm while mouth openings range from 7 to 10 cm, the maximum diameter of
the rim being estimated as between 13 to 14 cm.
A variant of the incurving rim is the high-collar rim (Figure 4a)
and it comprises 6% of my sample.

Generally a thicker ware, this form

is most often found in the upper valley.

The thickness of these sherds

leads me to believe that we are dealing with a large vessel.
vessel, too, could

p~oportionately

A larger

accept the greater height of this rim

type, which ranges in this case from 65 to 72 mm,

The high-collar rim

also has a point of vertical tangency which most often is at a point
close to the neck of the vessel thus giving the rim a sagging or baggy
appearanceo

This particular rim is almost always decorated with appli-

que nodes at the point of vertical tangency.
The second shape category for the Casma Incised type is what I surmise to be a large thick bowl (Figure 4b).

Although no complete or

nearly complete vessels have been found, a combination of the curvature
of the vessel's body wall on a few examples, the placement of decoration
flush with the rim edge and diameter measurements of the rim edge ranging between 28 and J8 cm lead me to believe that this was a large unrestricted vessel.

Because of the applied rim decoration we came to

refer to this as a rope-design bowl and I have decided to retain this
designation.

The rim edge is characteristically flattened and rim thick-

ness varies greatly from 14 to JJ mm.

Finally, the body wall decreases
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quickly to a thickness of only 10 to lJ mm.
In general, Casma Incised pottery may be described as an oxidized
redware.

The basic shape is the jar and it was probably made by a mold-

ing technique.

The paste is medium to coarse in texture and both the

interior and exterior surfaces are smoothed.

The decorative techniques

are plastic and occur as punctation, incision, stamping, combing, applique and modeling.

Through my analysis I have noted that certain dec-

orative techniques are executed primarily on specific parts of the
vessel.
The rim edge of the jar form is often decorated with applied nodes
of clay closely spaced and accentuated with short incised lines (Figure
Jb),

The nodes protrude from the vessel surface only slightly and the

visual impression is of a more sharply defined rim edge.

As for the rim

surface, applied nodules of clay may also be attached there, this being
most common on the incurving and high collar rims (Figure 4a).

These

nodes average 20 mm in width and they are accentuated by either short
incised lines or marks made by finger impressions.
On jars there is a neckband and small fragments of neckbands are
what are found in greatest abundance in our surface collections.

These

neckbands are defined by incised lines or by a change in the angle of
the vessel surface (Figure Jb),

The width of the neckband ranges between

10 and 15 mm and often it is equivalent to or slightly smaller than the
diameter of the circles stamped on it.

There is usually a contiguous

line of circles with central dot but a few examples exhibit groupings of
circles or more widely spaced circles.
The shoulder and upper portion of the body of jars are characteristically decorated with encircling bands of punctation (Figure 2a).
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This has been described as combing and the difference in pressure and
pull on the instrwnent causes variations in the depth and length of
punctation marks which, upon closer inspection, appear almost rectangular in shape.

In most cases the design on the jar body consists of an

upper and lower band of combing bordering a pattern composed of the
circle and dot motif,

This combination is generally restricted to the

upper half of the body but in one specific instance the combination of
combing and stamped circle and dot extends below mid-circwnference of
the vessel.
The use of adornos on the vessel body is another decorative technique typical of jars.

The most common shape asswned by adornos is that

of the bird (Figure 2a),

It consists of added clay for the head and

tail, the eyes are stamped with circle and dot and the tail is detailed
by small incised lines.

Modeling of this type is often used to decorate

jar handles and the bird and serpentine adornos are the ones most commonly found.
As for large bowls, they too are decorated in a plastic manner.

I

have previously noted the rim thickness of these bowls and this thickness is due to the fact that wide bands of clay were applied to the rim
edge.

In most instances long diagonal impressions were spaced at inter-

vals around the applique band.
in design.

Two examples, however, are more complex

The first joins together alternating diagonals to form a

continuous pattern (Figure 4b) and the second also includes cylindrical
stamps to fill the resultant triangular shaped spaces.

Another example

exhibits the remnants of applique arms and an obvious place of attachment for a head or a modeled figure on the body of the vessel.
From the Casma Incised collections I have been able to seriate out
a second pottery type which I am calling Serpentine Applique.

The major
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identifiable shape category is the jar and the overall shape of this
form is ovoid (Figure 2b).

Three rim categories can be identified and

these are the flare, lipped-flare and short vertical rim types.

Handles,

very similar to those found on Casma Incised jars, are horizontally attached to the upper shoulder of Serpentine Applique jars.

Again, like

Casma Incised, Serpentine Applique is a utilitarian ware.
The sherds collected during the 1980-1981 field season were redbrown to brown in color.

The paste was medium to coarse and, unlike

Casma Incised sherds, more care seems to have been taken in the manner
of finishing for these sherds.

There are examples of these latter sherds

which have been surface rubbed to a slight polish.

Stamping and the use

of applied clay nodules predominate in the decoration of these sherds
and, unlike Casma Incised jars, decoration of Serpentine Applique jars
is not from rim to handle.
Both the flare (Figure 4c) and the lipped-flare rim edges are left
plain.

At the point where the rim and vessel body come together there

may be no decoration or there may be a small neckband defined by incised
lines.

Small circles are then stamped onto the neckband in either a

continuous line or in groupings of two or three.

Decoration of the

shoulder area of these vessels consists of small pieces of linear applique in the shape of a crescent or squiggle upon which small circles are
stamped (Figure 4c).

It is quite possible to define two end points for

the applique and it is because of the serpentine appearance of these
squiggles that the descriptive term Serpentine Applique came to mind.
To summarize, I have shown that there is a utilitarian pottery type
known as Casma Incised which extends along the northern Peruvian coast.
This type is easily identified by its tendency to be overly decorative.
A second type called Serpentine Applique can now be distinguished from
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Casma Incised by its tendency toward simple and uncluttered decoration
as well as its emphasis on the technique of linear applique,
On the basis of a preliminary analysis of surface sherds collected
by him in the Nepefia Valley, Donald Proulx placed the introduction of
Casma Incised pottery there during Epoch 4 of the Middle Horizon (1973:
60),

This he saw as continuing on through the Late Intermediate Period

given its association with Chimu style ceramics (ibid,: 76),

My own

analysis tends to support these conclusions but it also indicates a
heavier emphasis on the latter period than was thought.
In general, Serpentine Applique pottery is to be found in association with a red press molded ware and a red, white and black painted
ware,

Both of these wares have been identified in the Moche Valley and

they are dated there to the Early Chimu period by Donnan and Mackey
(1978).

The absolute time frame for Early Chimu is given as 800-1000

A.D. and this would include Epoch 4 of the Middle Horizon (ibid.: Chart
1:

6).
A total of 98 sites in the Nepefia Valley are known to include red

press molded and/or red, white and black painted sherds in their surface
collections.

These sites clearly tend to locate in the lower and middle

parts of the valley, this being true both in terms of the numbers of
sites as well as the size and complexity of individual sites.

On the

other hand, Serpentine Applique pottery is much more limited in its
spatial distribution having been documented at only 16 sites (Figure 5),
Three major concentrations of these sites are to be noted, one each for
the lower, middle and upper parts of the valley.
In the upper valley Serpentine Applique pottery has recently been
discovered in exclusive association with Early Chimu diagnostics.

This

I
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Figure 5.

Serpentine applique sites, Nepefia Valley.
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site (PVJl-350) appears to have been a small village given the remains
of low fieldstone structures on three levels and terraces going up the
mountainside to the rear,

This site is offered in support of the con-

tention that Serpentine Applique pottery was being manufactured at the
same time that Early Chimu pottery was.
As for Casma Incised pottery, it has been found at 97 sites (Figure

6), generally in tandem with Middle Chimu blackware and often exclusively so.

In the lower valley sites principally fall into the category

of cemetery though there are two large habitation areas.

Major concen-

trations of sites with Casma Incised and/or Middle Chimu pottery exist
in the upper part of the middle valley and in the lower part of the upper valley.

These are indicative of large population centers.

A shift away from the lower to middle valley locational preference
noted for the Early Chimu period is reflected by this latter population
center as well as by an extensive reoccupation of the upper valley as a
whole.

In the far upper valley Casma Incised/Middle Chimu sites are

ridgetop platform mound in type and the fact that many of these sites
are defended by stone walls and ditches suggests that this part of the
valley was under considerable stress at this time.

Finally, that this

stress may have been felt throughout the valley is indicated by the
presence of fortified sites in all parts of the valley,
In conclusion, I have identified two distinct utilitarian pottery
types, Serpentine Applique and Casma Incised, which I have placed within
the Early Chimu and Middle Chimu time frames respectively.

Though I

have found it convenient to use the Moche Valley terminology I do not
mean to imply a northern source of influence only that pottery found in
the Moche and Nepeffa Valleys is comparable for this time period,
report is based upon data from Nepefia and, until such time when a
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Figure 6.

Casma Incised sites, Nepefia Valley.
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ceramic sequence has been better defined for the valleys to the south of
it, little can be said about the wider context of developments for it.
Footnotes
1

Dissertation field research was conducted by Richard E. Daggett under
the auspices of Credenciales No. 112-80-DTCPMC and 029-81-D-OMA issued
by the Instituto Nacional de Cultura. Funding for this research was
provided by a Fulbright-Hays grant for graduate study abroad and a Sigma
Xi grant-in-aid of research.

2

The Nepefia Valley has been divided into lower, middle and upper parts
for the purpose of research. The lower valley begins at the shore line
and ends at Capellania. From that point to the bottleneck of the valley
just above San Jacinto marks the middle valley while the upper valley
extends from the bottleneck to above Jimbe (Proulx 1968: 5), During the
1980-1981 field season it was determined that there was a marked break
in prehistoric settlement of the valley at about 1550 m in elevation and
this was interpreted to mean that the valley proper ended at this point
(Daggett 1982).

3 I would like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to Dr.
Donald A. Proulx for the generosity he showed in permitting me full access to his slides of the valley.
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